
Karen Donaldson 
Maximizing You. Crisis Management and Success Coach. 
 

 
Self-Leadership and Crisis Management Success Coach, Karen Donaldson 

has worked with some of North America’s biggest corporate teams. As an 
executive public speaking coach and international key-note speaker, Karen is 
known for her energetic and direct straight talk. She is able to persuade even the 
most hostile of audiences over to her side, making Karen a sought after leader and 
certified expert in her industry. 
 

Described as a catalyst for change, Karen Donaldson has made her mark 
with her unique approach to personal and corporate crisis management. In 
Karen’s own words, “Crisis management comes down to maximizing personal 
potential in each employee. When the success of each individual is maximized 
the team then does better as a whole.” 
 

Karen works with corporations globally to help HR teams mitigate 
employee stress, increase productivity and leverage personal potential in the 
work place. Karen works closely with organizations to help leverage employee 
potential by giving corporate teams the skillsets needed to grow and nurture 
leaders within their own environments. 

 

Karen’s audience leaves her speaking engagements with powerful tools that are designed to help them take simple, 
powerful actions to achieve more, do more, and lead better while increasing work place performance. Karen’s mission is 
to help corporate teams, and individuals, perform as leaders in any environment no matter their role in the 
organization. 
 

Some of Karen’s most recent clients include: 

 
 

Karen has been invited to speak at events hosted by some of the world’s most credible brand names. It is 
Karen who answers the calls of top executives and politicians when an urgent, and unexpected, call is made to help 
prepare for last minute key-note presentations, speaking engagements and public performances. Ultimately, Karen 
defines her mission as “Empowering individuals and audiences to be a leader in their own right by focusing on the areas 
of personal development, personal performance, personal achievement and personal success.”   

 
As a female entrepreneur, CEO of Karen Donaldson Inc., Professional Speaker, Communication, Self-Leadership 

and Success Coach she brings over 16 years of training and experience to the table. It is this unique skill-set and wealth 
of knowledge that has made Karen the number one Strategist and Success Coach to turn to for Crisis Management 
both personally and professionally. Find out more at: www.karendonaldsoninc.com  
 
Karen Donaldson is available for immediate booking and press inquiries. 
  
Please Contact: 
Email: karen@karendonaldsoninc.com 
Tel: 416-414-2082 

http://www.karendonaldsoninc.com/
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